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�
‘Half of your rights have not been written yet

because you have not been here to demand them.’
-John Bell

�
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a few words...
For 5 years, I coordinated a community organizing program for people
with HIV just getting out of prison with my dear friend, John Bell.  We
reached into shelters, recovery houses, halfway houses and prisons to find
people suffering in silence, to welcome people into a supportive commu-
nity, to teach people that they can live with HIV, and to help people real-
ize the power they have to end the AIDS epidemic and transform the
criminal justice system.

John, and all of the people we had the privilege of working with, changed
my life.  They are my friends, my teachers, and my family.  They taught
me what it means to fight for the world I want to live in.  Everyday work-
ing with them, I saw this world take shape.  

Since moving to Boston in the fall of 2006 to start seminary, I have been
so fortunate to be able to share in this work with all of you in the College
Behind Bars program.  You are people with vision and yearning for a dif-
ferent world.  I have learned so much from you about what it means to
approach prison work from a foundation of love and transformation.
This booklet is a chance for me to give back to all of you—to provide a
resource to support your ministries, and to offer grounding to new peo-
ple who join us in this work.  

The following pages engage some of the most challenging issues I have
encountered in my prison work, exploring what it means to live holistic
prison ministries committed to compassion, responsibility and justice.
Out of respect for the confidentiality of the person I visit at MCI
Norfolk, I will be primarily using stories from my work in Philadelphia.
But the questions at the conclusion of each section are drawn directly my
own reflections, as well as my work with seminary students, in the
College Behind Bars program.  

I expect that this booklet will raise more questions than it will provide
answers.  But it is in wrestling with these questions that we can support
each other through the successes and the trials of this work.  May we con-
tinue to come together, to grow together, as we strive to be the change
we want to see in the world.

In struggle, Laura
page 4
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No One Told Me...
By Waheedah Shabazz-el, former prisoner

No one told me that one day I’d be saving the grains of salt that     accu-
mulated in the bottom of a pretzel bag to season my food.  

No one told me.  
No one told me I’d be using industrial strength floor wax as nail enamel,

applied to my breaking nails with q-tips that I obtained by trading off some
other valued necessity.  

No one told me.  
No one told me that I’d have crayons soaking in baby oil to use for rouge,

lipstick or eyeliner.  
I was never told that instead of good old Elmer’s Glue, I’d be using tooth-

paste as an adhesive.  Applied to the back of my precious family photos, the
toothpaste made the pictures stick to the corkboard near my bed provided
by the county.  

I was never told that one day I’d be adapting a pair of county panties into
a county “sports bra.”  Removing the crotch, slipping the crotch over my
head, inserting my arms through the two orifices designed for my legs.  Then
I’d pull the inverted waistband down below and under my breast for just the
right fit.  

I certainly never thought I’d see the day when I’d make a solution of sugar,
water, and deodorant to spray on my freshly curled hair; in a feeble attempt
to replicate spritz, mousse, or holding spray.

I wasn’t given a hint that my Dear Mother would die during my six months
incarceration.

Then, when I volunteered to take a free HIV test administered by the
prison health system, no one told me that I’d test positive for the virus.  

No one told me what or what not to do about it.  
No one told me how or how not to live.  
In fact, no one told that I could continue to live.
In actuality, I had willed myself to die.  But, day after day I kept waking up,

ALIVE!
There was no literature provided for me, and no one told me to exercise

more, increase my water or even to order extra vitamins on my commissary.  
I wasn’t advised to increase my prayer efforts, meditate or keep      posi-

tive thoughts or hope.
No one told me, and in return I told no one.  It was my very own dark secret

and I dared not tell anyone for fear of being shunned, rejected, stigmatized
and left alone.

So one day I was compelled to tell myself that living was more important
than dying and that if I must live with HIV, then so be it.  

No one told me, but today I am prepared to tell you, DON’T PANIC!  
Life is Good.  
Grasp it.  Claim it.  Embrace it.  Caress it.  Salute it. 
And most of all, Assert It. �
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Waheedah writes of the pain that so many people endure when they are
diagnosed with HIV—where fears of dying and rejection intertwine in a
grim reality of hopelessness.  Where is God in this pain?  Where is sup-
port?  Where is life?  Waheedah was diagnosed in a room in the
Philadelphia jails with no curtains.  She was crying and everyone was
walking by.  She told me many times that she felt like killing herself.  This
is still where Waheedah’s head was most days when I first met her.  She
has an undeniable spark, but it often felt like she was acting, just hoping
things would be okay.  If you did not know her, you would have thought
that things were fine.  She had one of the best parole officers in
Philadelphia; her health was good; she still had her family’s support… 

This space did not break because Waheedah started going to support
groups.  Or because she got a little more clean time.  Or because she
enrolled in a continuing education course.  This space broke, because
Waheedah started doing activist work to fix the health care in the
Philadelphia jails.  She found hope in this struggle for justice, and she
found her voice as a black Muslim woman living with HIV. 

But even with how far Waheedah and I have come together, I still
remember those first weeks of knowing Waheedah so vividly—not
because of how hard things were for her, but instead because of how
much she taught me.  I first met Waheedah at the 84 bus stop—the only
bus you can take to get to the Philadelphia jails.  I was handing out flyers
for a group of prison health care activists, and Waheedah was on her way
up to get back her property after just having been released.  When I saw
her name on our sign up sheet, I knew it looked familiar.  My colleague,
John Bell, had told me about this “tough Muslim sister” he met a few
weeks ago on a visit at the Philadelphia jails.  I knew immediately it was
her.  She was supposed to start our educational program, TEACH
(Treatment Education Activists Combating HIV) Outside, in a little over a
month. 

I asked Waheedah if she knew John Bell.  Seeing a look of fear come over
her face, I followed my question quickly with an explanation that John
Bell and I work together.  You see, John is one of the only people who vis-
its folks who have been diagnosed with HIV in the Philadelphia jails.
Knowing John means that you are HIV-positive.  Waheedah’s face
relaxed a bit when she understood why I knew her name, and told me
that John had told her about me.  But there was something deeper linger-
ing in her eyes, a question:  Why are you here? 

page 7



reflections:
What in my own history drew me to prison ministry?

Why am I choosing to do this now?
What assumptions do I bring to this work?

This was not a question that could be answered by explaining my out-
rage at the criminal justice system.  Waheedah was reading me:  I was a
young white woman; I was not a former prisoner; I was not a recovering
addict; and I was not HIV-positive.  Waheedah wanted to know why I
cared about her.  John, himself an HIV-positive former prisoner and
recovering heroin addict, was clear with me about this from the start of
our work together.  “Prisoners lives depend on being able to read people.
If there is anything phony in you, these folks will see it.  You need be able
to answer them from your heart.  They do not need your sympathy; they
need you.”

On the first day of Waheedah’s TEACH Outside class, I knew I needed
to answer her unasked question.  Why am I here? My mind raced
through memories of growing up in central Pennsylvania, where the
KKK was active, where I watched people write ‘KKK’ on the lockers of
the few students of color, where I saw how clearly the lines were drawn,
where I first understood that not doing something in the face of injustice
was in fact supporting it...  And I thought about my father, a doctor in the
early AIDS epidemic, who had worked with AIDS activists in
Philadelphia, who had preached in our Unitarian Universalist church
that if Jesus was alive today, he would be at an ACT UP protest…  

I looked the members of Waheedah’s class in the eyes, and said:
“I am not HIV-positive.  I am not a former prisoner.  And I am not a

recovering addict.  But I am here, because the people who have sat in
these seats before you have told me I need to be here, because people like
you dared taught me what it means to love and be loved.  I am here to
learn from you, to walk with you, and to move forward together, so that
we can all live the dreams in our hearts, dreams that this country tries to
stamp out of us everyday.  Our lives are one.  And our path forward must
be together.  

“I am sure I will make mistakes over the next 5 weeks.  I ask for your
patience, but I also ask you to stop me whenever something is wrong or
does not make sense.  This is your class.  And I am your student as much
as I am your teacher.” �
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compassion
To be a good liberating educator, you need above all to have
faith in human beings.  You need to love.  You must be convinced
that the fundamental effort of education is to help with the
liberation of people, never their domestication.  You must be
convinced that when people reflect on their domination they
begin a first step in changing their relationship with the world.

—Paulo Freire, writing to Chilean literacy teachers in 1971
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prison rules and prison culture
Waheedah’s recountings of the ways “no one told me” are hardly unique
within the prison system.  Prisons are quite literally set up to make real
human connections impossible.  Isolated cells, separated blocks, restric-
tions on where you can and cannot go, restrictions on how many people
you can and cannot meet with, restrictions on how often and for how
long visitors can come, restrictions on intimacy and affection…  And the
punishment for breaking any of the rules is a further severing of whatev-
er human connections remain:  solitary confinement.

But this subversion of human connection also happens in far more insid-
ious ways.  This is the nature of being held within a system that takes
away all power you have over your mind, body and soul.  Many of us have
heard people vow “do the time, don’t let the time do you.”  This is the
truth spoken about such insidious traumas, a reminder to always keep
resisting.  How do you live in a system that totally dehumanizes you and
not begin to believe that you deserve to be treated this way?  How do you
live in this system and not start to believe that your goal is to be the one
with the power, so that you cannot be dehumanized anymore?

how do we heal the disconnections?
By doing prison ministry, we aim to be different from the prison system.
We aim to be present, and remember those that society has cast off as
unwanted and expendable.  We hope that maybe if we are there, through
all the hurdles placed upon us as visitors, that we will be able to maintain
some real human connection for the people we support.  

But this approach does not necessarily imply that we believe our society
as a whole is threatened by how we treat our most vulnerable members.
Do we just feel sorry for people in prison? or Do we feel personally
impacted by their struggles?  This distinction is important:  the first
response is sympathy; the second is compassion.  Sure, when the options
are put this plainly, any of us would affirm that our prison work is com-
passionate.  But living true compassion requires far more than not buy-
ing into the belief that prisoners are bad people.  True compassion is as
much about challenging our own attitudes and assumptions as it is about
the support we offer to people in prison.

privilege, but at what cost?
How deeply have we thought about how we benefit from precisely the
same system that is dehumanizing the people we visit?  
page 10 
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Yes, all of us cannot help but be acutely aware of our freedom to leave the
prison system when the correctional officer announces that visiting hours
are over, or of how much we have when the people we visit talk about not
being able to scrape together enough money for commissary items.  And
while we may receive some harsh treatment from correctional officers
from time to time, we are quick to remember that even with these
glimpses into prison dynamics we cannot begin to imagine what it would
be like to have our lives confined within these dynamics.  

But grappling solely with these obvious inequalities would be like limit-
ing the dehumanization of the prison system to the prison’s rules.  Just as
the prison system is fueled by insidious structures of oppression, so, too,
is the gulf between people in prison and ourselves fueled by invisible
oppressive structures.  

It is not enough to speak with outrage about the multiple injustices  peo-
ple in prison live through.  It is not enough to try to right some of these
injustices by letting ourselves feel the mistreatment of the correctional
officers more intensely, or by sending the people we visit stamped
envelopes so that they have one less thing to by on commissary.  We must
learn to be honest with ourselves about what we gain when others lose
out—those invisible privileges like: 

being presumed to be innocent until we are proven guilty, 
being able to care about prison issues without being seen as self-serving, 
being able to do well without being seen as ‘an exception,’ 
being trusted without having to explain ourselves, 
expecting that we will be welcomed when we move to a new place, 
not having to explain our backgrounds on a job interview, 
being given the benefit of the doubt if we get into trouble…  

We must acknowledge that we are still afforded these are privileges, no
matter how much we work to broaden our awareness about systemic
injustices.  And so long as injustice exists, we will continue to have these
privileges simply because others do not.

But privilege also has a more sinister side that leaves those who benefit
just as dehumanized (though in different ways) as those who are exclud-
ed.  Whenever attributes are ascribed to those without power, whenever
qualities are defined as weaker, those attributes are off-limits to people
with privilege.  One of the most devastating examples of this, which cuts
through all of the structures of oppression, is the negation of the strength
that arises from and within relationships.  White people, wealthy people,



reflections:
How do I open myself up to be changed by this relationship?

What do I need to learn?  What am I able to give?
How do I make sense of other differences/similarities in our lives? 

page  12

men—all have sacrificed extended family support, neighborhood com-
munities, and deep friendships for their privileged positions in society.  

If we are to be able to identify what hold privilege has on us, and how this
privilege prevents us from building meaningful relationships with people
in prison, we must begin to ask ourselves:  Are we able to let ourselves be
vulnerable in relationships?  To feel the joys and pains of those we are
close with?  To let them feel our joys and pains?  To turn to people not
just for advice, but also for support?

living compassion, healing ourselves
Regardless of how much I learned, thought or wrote about the injustices
of the prison system, these dehumanizing effects of privilege were the
hardest for me to break free from.  Challenging my own privilege was
something I had to do in the context of my work.  Or as John often says
‘attraction rather than promotion’—the Alcoholics Anonymous wisdom
that people do not change because we ask them to; people change
because they see how well we are doing and ‘want some of that.’  

Each TEACH Outside class, I was able to see  how my students let
themselves be vulnerable, asked for the support they needed, and held
each other’s pain through tears, silences and laughter.  And when I let
them, my students taught me how to fully open my heart and offer them
the support they needed.  Through these moments, grounding my work
in compassion stopped being a choice. From the first time I felt that con-
nection, I knew that my humanity literally depended it.  

True compassion is something that we can only ever strive to live, not
something we can claim to have.  When I started TEACH Outside, I
had over 20 years of issues that kept me from fully feeling the pains and
joys of my students.  I had to learn to be constantly vigilant in all my inter-
actions—to criticize my assumptions, beliefs and values, even when my
students were not directly confronting me on something.  As I learned
how to be vulnerable around my students, they changed me and I
changed them.   Together, we began to, as Waheedah says, grasp, claim,
embrace, caress, salute and, most of all, assert life. �



responsibility
Bearing witness is done on behalf of others, for their sake (even
if those others are dead and forgotten).  It needs to be done, but
there is no point exaggerating the importance of the deed.  I
would like to insist that the term used here acknowledges that,
no matter how great the pain of bearing witness, it will never be
as great as the pain of those who endure, whether in silence or
with cries, the indignities described in these pages.

—Paul Farmer, Pathologies of Power
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where we’ve been, where we are, where we’re going
I have often wondered what would have happened to Waheedah if she
had been diagnosed when she was still on the streets, still close to her
crack addiction.  Would she have fallen back into using, physically willing
herself to die?  As it happened, she only had her thoughts.  In the midst
of these thoughts she met my colleague, John Bell, and found a commu-
nity of activists.  But even with as quickly as she eased into prison work,
Waheedah was still struggling with a lot personally.  

I knew how to support someone new to activist work, but I had no idea
how to stand alongside Waheedah as she dealt with all of the issues in
front of her now that she was out of prison.   And I definitely did not
know how to hold the reality of Waheedah’s very present struggles
together with her potential as a community activist.  It was a while before
I understood that I needed to think not only about what it meant for me
to be responsible to Waheedah at this point in her journey, but also what
it meant for Waheedah to be responsible to me.

Holding former prisoners to this responsibility can feel like replicating
the logic of the prison system.  It did for me.  How can I hold Waheedah
accountable for all her actions when her life has been so damaged by
structural oppression?  How can I focus on the reality of where she is
when I can see so much potential in her?  

are people ‘victims’ of oppression?
Knowing that Waheedah’s life had been so damaged, it was hard for me
to see past the structural oppression at first.  When your relationship with
someone is built on love, when you are close enough that you can feel
someone’s pain, it is impossible not to want to lash out at the system.
How can one ignore institutionalized classism, racism, and sexism when
these structures have all but ensured that so many communities are
pushed to the margins of our society?  But staying at this place reduces
people to victims, removing all chance for resistance and hope.  When the
whole of someone’s life has been determined by systemic oppression,
what future does this person have except one equally restricted by these
same forces?

When I first met Waheedah, I explained all of her negative actions as
examples of the ways that oppressive structures had traumatized her life
and curtailed her choices.  The system was at fault, not her.  And while
an appreciation of these societal forces needed to inform how I
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approached our relationship, it is was just as essential for me to acknowl-
edge the very real and personal trust that was breached in any wrong that
Waheedah committed.  As I was learning, when we are able hold each
other accountable for the wrongs we have suffered, we are most radical-
ly able to subvert the power structures imposed on our relationships.
Through this accountability, we are able to treat each other as fully
human, to extend a helping hand not offer a handout.

are people ‘saints’?
But living this mutual responsibility was difficult.  In an attempt to be
present with Waheedah as she moved beyond her incarceration, I shifted
my focus to all of her beautiful qualities—qualities that the prison system
had dampened, but not stamped out.  I treated Waheedah like a saint.
Honestly, I was amazed by her ability to keep struggling in light of all she
had been through.  I doubted I would have been able to do the same.
But she did not seem to see any of this strength.  So I thought that the
best gift I could offer was to keep focused on the potential I saw in her,
highlighting this in our conversations, reminding her of this whenever
she seemed distant or overwhelmed.  I worried that acknowledging the
places where she was struggling would perpetuate the dehumanization
of the prison system—defining her by her worst moments.  So I retold her
life according to her courage, resilience, and all the good she had done.

But by denying these struggles, I refused to be present with Waheedah
where she was at on any given day, good or bad.  And by treating her as
if she had already mastered her worst moments, I made it impossible for
her to learn how to master these issues in our relationship.  There were
only two options for her: be all bad or all good.    And I had already decid-
ed that Waheedah was all good.  That is, until John interrupted me one
day when I was explaining to someone, ‘No, Waheedah wouldn’t do that.
How can you even think that?’  As I was soon to find out, things were not
great with Waheedah.  She was making huge strides, but she was not
perfect.  She had just been bringing all the bad stuff to John, because she
did not want to let me down.

struggling between reality and potential
For the remainder of the class, John was committed to helping me feel
the complex reality Waheedah was living:  her courage, her bad choices,
her propensity to slip back into her addiction…  John taught me that
holding all of this at once was the greatest respect I could show to
Waheedah.  
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reflections:
What types of stories does the person I visit tell me?

How do I make space to talk about the good and the bad?
How do I respond if the person I visit is very guarded? 
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As he explained, when we focus on people’s strengths at the exclusion of
their faults, we absolve them of all responsibility to themselves and their
communities.  We place them above the dynamics of genuine, compas-
sionate relationships.  And in so doing, we take away their humanity.

But by seeing the complexities of Waheedah’s life, I could allow myself to
be equally complex when I was with her.  And in our respective muddled
messes of bravery, pain and bad decisions, we could touch each other’s
lives.  With this closeness, I was able to walk alongside Waheedah as she
grappled with her most distressing moments.  I earned not just the
respect of a professional, but also the trust of a friend.  And with this
closeness, TEACH Outside became a new beginning for Waheedah.

building responsible communities
If we are truly to stand with people in prison, we must be willing to let
them make mistakes, and we must call them to be their best selves.  We
must demand that people be responsible to themselves and to their com-
munities.  And we must demand the same of ourselves.  These are the
relationships built out of true compassion, out of a true respect for the
dignity and worth of every individual.

With these genuine relationships, we begin a critical first step in the
process of building communities inclusive of people who are currently
and formerly incarcerated.  Our relationships are the building blocks of
vibrant community infrastructure.  Without them, there is no hope for
creating a truly just society.  Or, even more immediately, without these
relationships, there can be no hope for building hope.  

Thus, through the creation of communities supportive of and inclusive of
people who are currently and formerly incarcerated, a reality different
from that of prison system is created.  Ours are communities where no
people are characterized as lost causes; ours are communities where
some people’s lives are not deemed more valuable than others’.  Our com-
munities are ones where all members, including ourselves, are challenged
to grieve, to love and to grow together. �



justice
God does not require of us to achieve any of the good tasks that
humanity must pursue.  What God does require of us is that we
not stop trying.

—Bayard Rustin
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can i create the life i want to live?
Demanding reciprocity in our relationships is not a replacement for
struggling against the oppressive structures undergirding the criminal
justice system.  In actuality, this commitment to genuine relationships
makes us most able to engage in transformative work.  With the closeness
that comes from walking alongside people as friends, we are able to hear
and hold the stories of how people are consistently not able to get their
needs met.  We are able to differentiate their seeming irresponsibility in
the midst of these struggles from the responsibility we demand in our
relationships with them—to see the very real ways that oppressive struc-
tures prevent our friends from being able to be fully responsible to them-
selves and to their communities.  And we are able to feel the almost sti-
fling effect that these structures have had on their abilities to live a differ-
ent future, let alone to be optimistic that a different future is achievable.  

Waheedah’s own journey taught me two things about working with peo-
ple who are currently and formerly incarcerated:  first, people need to
have the genuine support of community; second, people need to believe
that they can create the lives they want to live.  Without both of these
things, there can be no future beyond the cycles of incarceration, release
and rearrest.

living through sustained oppression
It would have been easy for me to pass judgment on Waheedah and her
classmates, asserting that they chose to commit the crimes that landed
them in prison, claiming they were without concern for the people they
had hurt.  But when I stepped closer, a different picture emerged.
Several of Waheedah’s classmates entered TEACH Outside still in
active addiction to alcohol, crack or heroin.  One woman in particular
would never take off the three-sizes-too-big coat that dwarfed her small
frame.  As other classmates recounted their trials, her eyes were constant-
ly brimming with tears, but she would seldom make eye contact, unable
to handle the onslaught of pain that would come if someone actually val-
idated all she had lived through.  

The progress of Waheedah’s own journey by the time she entered the
class stood in stark contrast to the hopelessness and despair that engulfed
this woman and so many of her other classmates.  From their vivid mem-
ories of loved ones dying, to their negative experiences with service
providers, to their fruitless attempts at fighting for their needs, to their
stories of family and friends abandoning them in the wake of their HIV
page 18



diagnoses—every step they had taken to fight back and carve out a differ-
ent path for their lives had been crushed.  The cumulative impact of these
experiences had left many convinced that things could not change.  

Most softened during the 5-week course, basking in the genuine support
of community, feeling this support possibly for the first time in their lives.
But remaining present with their classmates was often a struggle.  Once
classes were finished for the day, they knew that they would have to
return to ‘reality’—being in abusive relationships, sleeping on the streets,
being locked in at halfway houses unable to make phone calls, hustling to
get enough money for food, being forced to eat with disposable plates
and silverware by others afraid of catching HIV, having people follow
behind them bleaching countertops, toilets and showers...  

TEACH Outside offered a space to be vulnerable and get support, but
this vulnerability needed to be masked once they left the classroom.
Coping with the harshness of their lives required an emotional distance
so impenetrable that they could not feel the comments, looks, and atti-
tudes of those around them.  

struggling for justice...
Standing with Waheedah means standing with those people who have
not felt the support of community, who have not seen the structures mar-
ginalizing them change.  It means seeing incarceration as an issue of jus-
tice and community-building, not as a personal failing.  

Trauma is a reality in prison.  The forces of structural oppression have
made it next to impossible for people who are formerly incarcerated to
access the care and support they need.  People are wading through
decades of tough on crime policies designed to limit their access to these
social services, and prevent them from getting much needed support.
These experiences have left many convinced that services simply do not
exist.  And, in many cases, they are right.  

Thus, justice and advocacy work is necessary if one is to take seriously the
depth and intricacies of how grief has subsumed hope, how there is no
future people can imagine living on in, how even the present is difficult to
live through.  This work necessitates a multidimensional approach,
including legislative work to repeal unjust sentencing laws and restric-
tions placed on people with criminal records; advocacy work to funnel
money allocated for policing and prisons into community-restoration
projects like addiction programs, education, jobs, and housing; and com-
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reflections:
What challenges does the person I visit face in prison/after release?

Are there organizations working to address these challenges?
What insights can the person I visit offer to these organizations?

page 20

prehensive education focused on building people’s skills to access these
services once released.  

...while building community
But simply removing a few laws, shifting around some money, and
preparing people for job interviews is not going to undo all of the dam-
age that has been brought on by the criminal justice system.
Communities have endured a crippling 25 year assault, leaving them
totally fractured if not almost dissolved.  Funds, laws, and education will
not solve the problem if there is no community for these funds, laws, and
education to reach.

For this reason, the end goal of this community-building work can never
be simply having genuine relationships with people who are
currently/formerly incarcerated.  In the context of incarceration, justice
work and community-building work must go hand and hand.  As we
incorporate justice work into our prison ministry, we must remember
that this justice work can never be done for people in prison.  We must
work with people in prison.  Acting for would just introduce more divi-
siveness, more hierarchy, into an already dehumanizing system.  

Thus, our communities must become the centers for reflecting on the
trauma of incarceration, for devising strategies to challenge the mecha-
nisms of structural oppression.  Without the direction of people who are
formerly incarcerated, legislative work, advocacy work and education
will all lack the nuanced approach necessary to be truly transformative.
Only with people in prison can this work unravel the layers of oppression
and dehumanization in the prison system, challenging this system with
the compassion and responsibility that infuse our prison ministry.  And
within community, by fostering hope, the promise of a future beyond
incarceration can become real.

This is the future I have been able to live with John and Waheedah, and
all of the people we brought into the TEACH Outside community.  And
as this community expands person by person, family by family, program
by program, we have come closer to making this future the reality. �
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When we think about prison work, the picture is huge and often unman-
ageable…  United States drug policy of the last 25 years has waged this
full spectrum attack, pushing mass incarceration over drug treatment
and bringing with it a slew of ‘invisible punishments’ that have made it
nearly impossible for people to get their lives back once released.  

Every year, 8 million people pass through correctional facilities, with the
prison census exceeding 2 million people at any given time.  This 4-fold
jump in prison population is the direct result of increased policing, pros-
ecution, and sentencing ushered in by the war on drugs.  The hallmarks
of war on drugs have been longer sentences, mandatory minimum sen-
tences, and 3-strikes laws.  The effect: more people are serving longer sen-
tences for mostly nonviolent crimes that could arguably be better
addressed through drug treatment programs.  At present, about 80% of
people in US prisons report histories of addiction, and only about 10% of
them are receiving drug treatment.  

The war on drugs has been felt most by poor people of color.  While drug
use is equal across race lines, people of color are arrested, convicted and
sentenced at dramatically higher rates than white people.  With 35% of
black men between the ages of 25 and 34 currently incarcerated, on pro-
bation or on parole,  it is hardly an overstatement to say that an entire
generation is behind bars.  The impact of these racial disparities on com-
munities is further intensified by the disproportionate toll that the war on
drugs has taken on women.  Since 1980, 8-times as many women are
incarcerated (compared to the 4-fold increase for men), most of them for
petty drug crimes or theft, and self-defense against abuse.  75% of these
women are mothers, 2/3 with children under the age of 18.  Looking at
this impact on family structures from the other direction, an estimated 1.5
million children have parents in prison.  And these racial and gender sta-
tistics overlap seamlessly with class statistics. 

When released, poor men and women of color face series of laws and reg-
ulations designed to restrict their rights as ex-offenders.  Thus, the frac-
turing of community infrastructure caused by so many people being
behind bars only increases as these people are unable to get jobs, find
housing, get financial assistance, and support their families.

These statistics are mind-boggling.  But as we get deeper and deeper
into prison statistics, we lose people’s voices.  These are people’s lives.
These are people’s lives.  
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Where is Waheedah’s story in these statistics?  

Where is Frank? …a cocky white guy from South Philly who swore that
as soon as they stopped piss testing him he’d be back on heroin.  He told
me and John that he was coming to our class to “learn about his rights.”
He was terrified that someone would be able to tell that he had HIV.  He
did not want to have to deal with all the attitudes and crap.

Where is Jeanette? …who was infected with HIV through gang rape.
That’s what started her crack addiction.  She would talk about the anger
she felt at the system with the same mixture of fear and shame that she felt
about being raped.  And while trying to cope, she was still taking care of
two kids and her husband.

Where was Shake? …a black Muslim brother.  He had been clean for a
while before his last slip, which landed him back in jail.  He often felt
trapped in the humility of Narcotics Anonymous, not wanting to dis-
count all the living he’d done that wasn’t about his addiction.  He was a
dj and a poet, but those things often got trumped by “Hello, I’m Shake
and I’m an addict.”

Where was Miss Candy? …a trans woman who John met after she was
gay-bashed on her cellblock.  She cycled in and out of jail for the next two
years, generally at some point of either having relapsed or being about to.
But through this, she always had the support of her mother.  

What does it mean to walk alongside people in the stark reality that all of
our prison statistics try to touch:  where people’s lives are messy?  where
so much pain has accumulated over the years?  where, despite that, peo-
ple have found ways to cope, or at least survive?  

There is, of course, a huge need for support.  People have literally been to
hell and back, often without anyone to hold their pain with them.
Addiction, prison and HIV are lonely places.  We can never underesti-
mate the power of standing with someone in that pain.  

But we must also understand that it is a huge responsibility.  Life does
not stop because we are struggling; life does not stop so we can take time
to heal.  We all develop coping strategies to get through our days, to keep
our most distressing moments quieted.  Occasionally, we will ‘go there,’
but only with people we really trust, only with people who will help us
heal like our partners, our friends, and our families.
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When I think about my average day, there is not that much that I have to
guard, and there is not that much I have to guard against.  The walls I
keep up are pretty thin and pretty low.  

But if I exchange my average day for Waheedah’s or Frank’s or Jeanette’s
or Shake’s or Candy’s when they were in prison, my walls would be very
high and thick.  They would need to be.  If someone wanted to go there
with me, to help me heal, they would have to do a lot more than just lis-
ten.  They would have to help me heal the world I was living in, because
I could not continue to live in that world once I was vulnerable and
exposed.  It would not be safe.  And I could not continue to rebuild my
walls, as thick and as high as they would need to be, after every conversa-
tion.

It is in these moments that we should return to our statistics...  

Over 2 million people in prison.  Most for non-violent crimes.  Money for
prisons is taken from schools, drug rehabs, job training, and housing.
No jobs.  No support.  No rehabs.  2/3 of people will be rearrested with-
in 3 years of release.

Individual work and activist work often seem like two different things.
Individuals need to heal from pain.  Laws and policies need to be chal-
lenged.  But when you talk about prisoners and incarceration, the indi-
vidual pain and the bad policies are one in the same.  You cannot address
one without addressing the other.   

Working with people means knowing their lives backwards and for-
wards.  We have to take risks; we have to get close with people; we have
to earn their trust.  

With this trust, we can work with people to ensure that their practical
needs for information, referrals and health care are met.  With this trust,
we can strategize with people around support needs, parole require-
ments, and other life issues to help them get their lives back.  With this
trust, we can begin to build a sense of collective action, where people can
draw connections among the issues they are dealing with, share strate-
gies for getting their needs met, and come together to demand greater
resources for themselves and their communities.  

We do not need to have the answers.  We only need to be willing to walk
with people to figure them out.
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I still remember John’s answer when Frank told us that he wanted to take
our class to learn about his rights.  John said, “Half of your rights have not
been written yet, because you have not been here to demand them.”
What rights have Waheedah, Frank, Jeanette, Shake and Candy written?

Waheedah? Waheedah has held meetings with the Philly Prison
Commissioner to address systemic issues of medical neglect in the jails.
She has led ACT UP demonstrations on Washington, DC.  And she
guided ACT UP in its campaign to get condoms in the Philly jails.

Frank? Frank has, for the first time in his life, been clean beyond when
his parole officer is piss testing him.  He has been educating people at his
recovery house about HIV, a huge, huge deal for someone who three
years ago wouldn’t take HIV meds because folks might figure out he was
positive.

Jeanette? Jeanette taught alongside me and John, and is still teaching
with John.  She does most of the outreach to get ready for classes, reach-
ing back to program staff across the city who helped her as she was strug-
gling through her addiction.

Shake? Shake has been working to start an alumni group for TEACH
Outside, so folks have an ongoing community to come to for support.
And he is trying to get into college, committing himself to a lifetime of
learning.

Miss Candy? And Miss Candy…  Besides “keeping it cute,” Candy has
been struggling to get more education under her belt.  She keeps gracing
all of us with her fiery spirit, and continues to support her friends when
they’re in need, holding together the many disparate threads of her com-
munity.

This is how people find hope beyond incarceration.
This is how people find the strength to stay clean.
This is how we address 25 years of tough on crime policies.
This is how communities heal.
This is how we change the world.

“Half of your rights have not been written yet, because you have not been
here to demand them.”  

We are here, because we do not have the answers.  
We are here, so we can walk with people to figure them out. �
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�
We do not need to have the answers.
We only need to be willing to walk 
with people to figure them out.
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